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2024 Jayco Pinnacle 38FBRK $115,995
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Description Description Jayco Pinnacle fifth wheel 38FBRK highlights: Rear Kitchen King Bed
Slide Out Bath and a Half Walk-in-Closet Fireplace Theater Seat Triples slides, a
desk/coffee bar , fireplace, and a huge master bath in front all indicate the kind of
vacation you will experience in this Pinnacle FW! As you enter, a convenient half
bath is located straight ahead. Slightly to your left, a nice seating area for
gathering with family or friends to relax and watch TV, enjoy the fireplace while
reading a book or watching a movie, and the dining table with chairs. The dinette
slide also houses a 21 cu. ft. residential refrigerator and pantry. The rear kitchen
features a u-shaped counter, all the appliances you need to cook like at home,
even a pull-out butcher block space for chopping up your veggies. Back through
and up the steps to your right in front, the master bedroom will make you feel like
royalty with its king bed, plus luxurious full rear bath. A huge vanity with dual bath
sinks will allow you both to get ready at the same time, plus there is a walk-in
shower with a seat for added convenience. Speaking of walk-in, you will also love
the spacious walk-in closet that includes washer/dryer prep. Each Pinnacle fifth
wheel features Stronghold VBL lamination for the lightest, yet strongest
construction in the RV industry. Add that to the Magnum Truss XL6 roof system
and Climate Shield zero-degree tested weather protection and you'll be enjoying
your fifth wheel for years to come. Some of the exterior conveniences you will
appreciate are the Keyed-Alike lock system, the fully enclosed, universal docking
center , and the 6-point hydraulic auto-leveling system for quick and easy set up.
The 5 Star Handling Package will make towing a fifth wheel a walk in the park,
and the two Whisper Quiet A/C units will keep you comfortable during the hot
summer months. Inside, you'll enjoy the farmhouse stainless steel sink , the
handcrafted hardwood glazed cabinetry, the vinyl flooring throughout, plus many
more comforts. There is even a central vacuum system, a wireless remote control
system, USB ports throughout, plus many more conveniences to make each trip
enjoyable. Sleeps 4 Slideouts 0

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 102-T78496
VIN Number: 1UJCF0BV3R1RX0100
Condition: New

Item address 1200 Southwestern BLVD, 14224, West Seneca, New York, United States
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